
Ref: AISV-32nd  WR-6th to 10th December 2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 6th
December, 2021 to 10th December, 2021.

Pre Primary Section

PRAYER TIME

● A Gift to you!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Guru Brahma Guru Vishnu

NURSERY

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practiced shloka Gurur Brahma Gurur Vishnu
on a daily basis.

ENGLISH Little ones practiced Letter N in their textbook and
notebook.
They also revised all the letters and phonic sound for Orals.

MATH Tiny tots were introduced to a new pre-math concept Few
and Many through video and objects.
They practiced the same in their textbook and notebook.
They also revised all numbers for Orals.

GK Masterminds revised all Wild and Domestic Animals
through videos for Orals.

ART AND CRAFT Young artists enjoyed coloring in An Apple.

RHYMES Little stars revised All the Rhymes for Orals.

LIFE SKILLS Kids learned about Good Habits to follow in daily life.



LOWER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practiced shloka “Gurur brahma gurur vishnu”
on a daily basis.

RHYMES Kids revised a few rhymes.

ENGLISH Toddlers revised phonic rhymes and sight words done up
till now. They were also introduced to a new sight word
'we'. They practiced writing sight words and short 'a'
words in their textbooks and notebooks.

MATH Little stars were introduced with number 34 and 35
orally and did the writing of the same in their textbook.
Kids revised number names 1 to 10. They practiced
writing before and after numbers in their notebook.

GK Kids revised community helpers through PPT and textual
exercise.

HINDI Little stars revised vyanjan ‘क to त ' orally on the board
and were introduced with vyanjan थ through PPT in the
class. They practiced writing vyanjan ‘ त, थ ' in their Hindi
notebook and textbook.

ART & CRAFT Children had fun coloring in a triangle in their textbook.



UPPER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE
TIME/YOGA

Children practiced shloka "Gurur Brahma gurur vishnu"
on a daily basis.

ENGLISH Children completed textbook exercises of This, That,
These and Those sentences. They also did revision for oral
observation.

GK Kids did revision for oral observation.

HINDI Little ones revised “Vyanjan”, “words”, “प & ह क� क�वता”.

MATHS Little ones were recap “Shapes”, “Backward counting”,
“Smallest to biggest”, “Biggest to smallest”,
“smaller”. “Skip count (2s) & (5s).

ART AND CRAFT Kids enjoyed making “Peacock collage”.

STORYTELLING
/ PEER CHAT

Little ones enjoyed reading stories from textbooks.



Primary Section

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were
conducted for grades 1 to 5 through the
Zoom Cloud Meeting App and 6 to 10
through Google Meet. Students were
taught all the subjects i.e. English,
Hindi, Maths, Science, Social Science,
3rd Language (Gujarati/Sanskrit),



Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft sessions were also
conducted for the students.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision of ‘A, An, The’, ‘This, That, These Those’, ‘You, We, They’, ‘I
Want a Pet’ and ‘Listen to my Body’ was done.

Science Revision of Fill in the blanks, true or false, give examples, name the
following, matching, figures and question answers for chapter
8,9,10 and 11was done in the class.

StuMaths Children learnt showing ‘O’Clock’ time on the clock, Day of the
week. Chapter revision was taken. Extra question and answers
based on time and days of the week were given to children as extra
practice.

Hindi छा�� ने उलटे अथ� वाले श�द (�वलोम श�द) को समझा और �लखा ।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance
to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm
and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students drew flower pot  and filled the colours of their choice.

Dance Students danced to the song ‘Buddhu sa mann hai’ and ’Give me
some sunshine’ and learnt to dance a new song ‘Rocking
around the Christmas tree’



Music Students learnt Christmas carols.

Physical
Education

Students practiced sitting exercises for Mass drill.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision of ‘A, An, The’, ‘We, Him, Her, Them, Us, Me’, ‘The Boy
and the Drum’, ‘Paying a Visit’ was done.

Science Revision of fill in the blanks, MCQ, true or false, give examples,
name the following, matching, figures and question answers from
the chapters 8,9,10 and 11 was done in the class.

Maths Students were explained the riddles on solid shapes, patten.
Chapter revision exercise was taken. Questions type of UT-3 were
explained giving suitable examples. Pdf of the Riddles on solid
shapes was given in Google classroom for practice. Extra doubt
clearing session was conducted.

Hindi छा�� ने �याकरण म� ‘पया�यवाची श�द’ और ‘�वलोम श�द’ को जाना , समझा एवं
उसका अ�यास �कय। |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students danced to the song ‘Buddhu sa mann hai’ and ’Give
me some sunshine’ and learnt to dance a new song ‘Rocking
around the Christmas tree’

Music Students learnt Christmas carols.

Art & Craft Students learnt and enjoyed paper folding craft works.

Physical
Education

Students practiced sitting exercises for Mass drill.

Grade 3



English Students explore more about ’Paragraph Writing’. Revision of
‘A, An, The’, ‘Adjectives’ was done.

Science Revision of Draw, colour and label the following, short notes,
flowchart and write two names was given for practice.

Maths Students revised the chapter ‘Money’ by solving textual
exercises.

Computer Students revised ‘MS Word’ by solving  textual exercises.

Hindi छा�� ने �याकरण म� ‘पया�यवाची श�द’ और ‘महुावरे’ को जाना , समझा एवं उसका
अ�यास �कय। |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students danced to the song ‘Buddhu sa mann hai’ and ’Give
me some sunshine’ and learnt to dance a new song ‘Rocking
around the Christmas tree’

A&C Students learnt and enjoyed paper folding craft works.

Music Students learnt christmas carols.

Physical
Education

Students performed some warm up exercises, and practiced
standing kho-kho.

Grade 4

English Revision of the chapters for PT2 examination was taken.
Students solved the practice paper in the class.

Science The concept of states of matter was explained from the chapter
‘Solids, Liquids and Gas’. Revision of the chapters for PT2
examination was also taken, students solved the practice paper
in the class.

Maths Revision of ‘Fractions’ was done. PDF of practice paper was
shared and discussed in the class.

SS Revision of Identify the pictures, locating places in the map and
name the following was done in the class.



Computer Revision for PT-2 was started and a practice paper was
discussed.

Hindi छा�� ने �याकरण म� ‘पया�यवाची श�द’ और ‘महुावरे’ को जाना , समझा एवं उसका
अ�यास �कय। |

Sanskrit छा�� को नया पाठ 11 वयं �मामः श�ु �कया | और उसका श�द सह भाषांतर
करके समजाय। | और अ�यास काय� के बारे म� समजाया और साथ म� एकवचन
,��वचन और बहुवचन के बारे म� समजतुी द� ।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students danced to the song ‘Buddhu sa mann hai’ and ’Give
me some sunshine’ and learnt to dance a new song ‘Rocking
around the Christmas tree’

A&C Students learnt and enjoyed paper folding craft works.

Physical
Education

Students performed some warm up exercises and played cricket
match.

Grade 5

English The grammar topic of ‘Present Continuous Tense’ was
explained to the class and the textual exercise was completed.
The practice paper of PT2 was discussed in the class.

Science The different types of energy such as mechanical energy, wind
energy , light energy etc was discussed with suitable examples
from the chapter ‘ Force and Energy’. Revision of the
chapters for PT2 examination was also taken, students solved
the practice paper in the class.

Maths Word problems of ‘decimals’ were solved in the class. Practice
paper was shared, solved and discussed in the class.

SS Revision for the PT-2 exam was started and practice paper was
discussed.

Computer The chapter, ‘Changing costumes in Scratch’ was completed
with the discussion of question and answer. Students did
revision for the PT-2 exam.



Hindi छा�� को पहले के पाठ से �मलाता �मले सरु मेरा त�ुहारा का छा�� को गीत
�दखाय। | और बाद म� नया पाठ रा��मंडल के खेल म� श�ु �कया और ओलि�पक
खेल के बारे म� समजतुी द।

Sanskrit छा�ो को नया पाठ 8 काक�य चातयु�म ् श�ु करके श�द सः भाषा�तर करके उसके
बारे मे समजतुी द� |और उसका अ�यास काय� करवाया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ ‘પ� લેખન’ અને ‘સિંધ’ ની સમજ મેળવી તથા તેની ચચા� કર�

અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students drew a design hand fan in the sketchbook and
coloured it.

Dance Students danced to the song ‘Give me some sunshine’ and
learnt to dance to the new song ‘ Jingle bells hip hop’.

Physical
Education

Students performed Surya namaskar and practiced lezim.

Grade 6

English Students learnt to write an informal invitation and acceptance
Message writing on a particular event given to them.

Science Continuing the chapter ‘Water’ wherein students came to know
about floods, effects of flood and conservation of water. Also,
Practice paper was shared and discussed in the class.

Maths Word problems from ‘Perimeter and Area’ were solved in the
class. Also, Practice paper was shared and discussed.

SS Revision for the PT-2 exam was started and practice paper was
discussed in the class.

Computer The chapter, ‘Threats to a computer’ was completed with the
discussion of question and answer. Students did revision for the
PT-2 exam.

Hindi छा�� को नया पाठ ‘पापा जब ब�चे थे’ श�ु �कया और बाद म� उसका अ�यास
काय� करवाय। |



Sanskrit छा�� को नया पाठ 11 ‘प�पो�सव’ के बारे म� समझाया और उसका श�द सह
भाषा�तर कर के समझाया और उसका अ�यास काय� करवाया |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ ‘પ� લેખન’ અને ‘સિંધ’ ની સમજ મેળવી તથા તેની ચચા� કર�

અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance Students danced to the song ‘Give me some sunshine’ and
practiced for Maths day celebration.

Physical
Education

Students performed the Surya namaskar and did football
practice.

Grade 7

English Students enhanced their knowledge on ‘Preposition’ and
completed the  exercise in the grammar textbook.

Science The chapter, ‘Acids, Bases and Salts’ was completed in the
class after discussion of the properties of all and their
reactions. The properties and reactions were observed by the
students in the laboratory.

Maths Revision of PT2 syllabus was taken in the form of Quiz and
class test. Students visited the Maths Lab and observed the
Geoboard along with the understanding that the sum of angle
of triangle is 180 degree.

SS Revision for the PT-2 exam was started and practice paper was
discussed.

Computer Students did revision of the chapters for the PT-2 exam. They
also appeared for a class test.

Hindi छा�� को  परुाने पाठो का पनुरावत�न करवाय।

Sanskrit छा�� को 9 अहमअ�प �व�यालयं ग�म�या�म का श�द सह भाषांतर करके
समजाया और अ�यास काय� करवाय।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ ‘પ� લેખન’ ‘અને’ ની સમજ મેળવી તથા તેની ચચા� કર� અને

લેખન ક�ુ�.



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Art & Craft Students made a basket using newspapers.

Dance SStudents danced to the song ‘Give me some sunshine’ and
practiced for Maths day celebration.

Physical
Education

Students performed the Surya namaskar and practiced
standing kho-kho.

Grade 8

English The students discussed the practice paper and revision of PT 2
Syllabus.

Science
Physics

The concept of wavelength, frequency , amplitude and
propagation of sound were explained from the chapter
‘Sound’.
The chapter, ‘Light’ was completed in the class after
discussions of the terms refraction, human eye, its defects and
the rectification and ways to take care of the eye.

Maths Completed chapter ‘Probability’. Textual exercises were
completed. Revision of factorization was taken in the
classroom. Students also solved the practice paper.

SS Revision for the PT-2 exam was started and practice paper was
discussed.

Hindi छा�� को नया पाठ पिु�कन के गाँव म� के बारे म� समझाया |

Computer Students did revision of the chapters for the PT-2 exam. They
also appeared for a class test.

Sanskrit छा�� को 10 नीतीनव�नतम का श�द सह भाषांतर करके समजाया और अ�यास
काय� करवाया । और बाद म� नया पाठ सा�व�ी बाई फूले श�ु �कया और उसके बारे
म� समजतुी द।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ ‘બા�ુ ની િશખામણ’ પાઠ ની સમજ મેળવી તથા તેના ��ો ની ચચા�

કર�.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students



learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Dance SStudents danced to the song ‘Give me some sunshine’ and
practiced for Maths day celebration.

Physical
Education

Students practiced  standing kho-kho and cricket.

Secondary Section

Grade 9

English The students studied the chapter- ‘A house is not a home’
from the book “Moments”

Science Physics Revision of the chapters for PT2 examination was taken in
the class.

Maths Completed the PT2 syllabus and students solved textual
exercises.

SS- GEO & HIS Revision for PT-2 was started.

SS- PS As a part of the self study topics were given to students and
they explained the topics from ‘Parliament and Judiciary’
in the class.

Computer Students did revision of the chapters for the PT-2 exam.
They appeared for a class test.

Hindi छा�� को नया  का�य एक फूल क� चाह के बारे म� समजतुी द�।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
technique, healing technique, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.

Physical Education Students practiced cricket and football.



Grade 10

English

Students appearing for Term 1 Board Examination 2021
Math

Science

Social Science

Hindi

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS

Winners of Maths day celebration

The winner list of the Poster making competition and Debate competition is
attached:

Poster making competition:

Grade 1st place 2nd place 3rd place Consolation
prize

4 Vrati Vikram
Kumar Patel

Vaishnavi
Hemant Ojha

Shristi Singh Manav Jaiswal

5 Trisha Parmar Krishna
Shesaram
Chaudhary

Divya Punjabi -

6 Sakshi Shashikant
Rai

Saumya Singh Samruddhi
Prayag Singh
Lodhi

Chahat Naval
Kishore Punjabi

Foram Dipakbhai
Solanki

7 Kaushlendra
Sanjay Pratap

Nikita
Rajkumar
Prajapati

Rishika
Roshan Kumar
Chauhan

Vishwa Rajnikant
Rohit



8 Vaishnavi Jignesh
Goswami

Divya Mukesh
Chaudhary

- -

Debate competition:

Grade 1st place 2nd place 3rd place Consolation
prize

4 Akshara Karkare Harit Panjabi
Aaradhya
Solanki

Shrey Patel Shrishti Singh

5 Tisha Parmar Yoshita Pravin
Patel

Pratyanshu
Prakash
Kumar Rout

Zaynab Abbass
Tinwala

Laasya
Somasundara
m

-

6 Rishika Jain Shaurya
Pandey

Sakshi Rai Foram Solanki

7 Kaushlendra
Sanjay Pratap

Nikita
Prajapati

Rishika
Chauhan

Manav Prajapati

8 Dhwij Bhatt - -


